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SUMMARY A CONCLUSIONS

A geochemical soil sampling programme for Cobalt and 
silver on 12 mining claims in the Gowganda area shows one large 
coherent anomaly with good ooinoidenoe of both metals.

Three separate but closely spaced bedrock sources of 
this anomaly are postulated*

More work is required to confirm these sources and to 
locate them with a precision adequate to justify a diamond 
drilling programme.
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INTRODUCTION

This report describe* a geochemical soil sampling surrey 
on 12 claims in NICOL TWP., Gowganda area, Ontario* The claims 
are i

MR 41*238 . 44241
MR 4&341
MR *32?6 459"*
MR ^5998
MR 46122
MR 4??06 - 47708
MR 49795

The claims adjoin the Morrison property, a former 
silver producer. The highway from Elk Lake to Gowganda passes 
i mi. north of the north boundary of the property*

The object of the geochemical surrey has been to search 
for deposits of economic silver mineralization* The survey is 
the follow-up phase of a programme of geochemical reconnaissance 
conducted on a 27 claim group in 1967*

References covering this programme arei

Report of Geochemical Survey of O'Connell Claims, Gowganda, 
Ont., by E.B. Campbell, 13 December 1967i assessment work 
files, Ont. Dept. of Mines.

Preliminary Geological Map P. 374, Kiool Twp., by W.H. Mc 
ilwaine, 1966.
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GENERAL GEOLOGY

The geology of the claims is amply described in the re* 
ferenoea cited above. Minor adjustments to the position of 
the bottom contact of the Nipissing diabase have been made on 
the bases of the writer's observations and those of Mr. Mc 
ilwaine subsequent to the printing of Hap P*

METHOD

Line control for the programme was achieved by running 
two base lines from north to south through the property* Both 
started from surveyed claim corners} the No. 2 post of MR 
12909 and the No. 3 post of MR 13008. The lines were marked at 
100 ft. intervals. Adjustments to these lines and details of 
both geology and topography were made by the use of air photo 
graphs to the scale of 1H to 400', Soil sampling was oonduoted 
on compass and pacing traverse lines between fixed points on the 
base lines, or on traverses from the base lines whose ends 
were located by chaining from claim posts whose positions were 
known. Only in the extreme east portion of the property was 
there any magnetic Interference. A sampling density of somewhat 
less than 100' x ifrOO' was achieved.

Sampling was scrupulously restricted to the B** horizon 
and was oonduoted by grub-hoe. Samples were plaoed in specially 
designed Kraft paper bags, dried by an electric dryer, screened 
to -80 mesh, and shipped to Barringer Research Ltd.* Rexdale, 
Ont. for custom analyses of their total cobalt and silver con 
tent. A total of 570 samples were collected and analysed.

The programme was supervised by the writer) he also 
oonduoted the photogrammetry required. Rinaldo Pansino super 
vised the line cutting and, with a variety of helpers, oonduoted 
the sampling and draughting.

DISCUSSION OP RESULTS

The general principles governing the dispersion of geo 
chemical values in areas of continental glaciation have been 
established in exploration and research projects oonduoted by 
Sisooe Metals in the Gowganda area. The principal agencies in 
volved are glacial and hydromorphic. In this programme there 
appear to be few occurrences of hydromorphic anomaliesi the 
dominant agency is glacial.

The relationship between anomalies of two metals of
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differing chemical susceptibility serves to indicate a possible 
bed-rook source of the anomalous valuest the patterns tend to 
ward coincidence near such a souroe and diverge at distance 
from tl. Docay rates which Unit the dlstanoe from a bed-rook 
souroe at which anomalous values can persist are not will 
illustrated in this programmei anomaly limits from suspeoted 
sources within the property lie beyond the property boundaries*

One almost overwhelming difficulty attends the inter* 
pretation of such a surveyt where a fan of glacial dispersion 
from one souroe overlies a second souroe, it is almost im 
possible to detect or looate the second souroe. This pheno 
menon occurs on this property, but the overlying anomaly is 
suspected to be so far from its souroe that its anomalous values 
are decayed almost to the point of destruction.

The statistlcal limits of values used in interpreting 
the data are taken from the more voluminous data gathered on 
nearby propertiesi

Cobalt ppm Silver pom

Background 0-11 O - 0.19
Threshold 12-14 0.2
2nd Order Anomaly 15 - 19 0.3 O 0.4
1st Order Anomaly 4-20 * 0.5

Silver

Most anomalous silver values are widely scattered And 
can be Interpreted as being derived from badly deoayed fans 
from a distant souroe. However those extending southeast from 
the area within 600 feet of the No, l post of MR 44239 for* * 
coherent anomaly, streamed in the direction 130 - 140O * 
Topographic expression of this direction of major glacial 
erosion can be seen clearly on the photograph of the area. It 
companies closely with the deeply incised lineament of Jacob1 s 
Lake (1370), and with Mcilwaine's observed striation 2| miles 
SSE (1506 ). Three apices are indioatedi

(i) 600'W of the post
(li) 100'W
(ill) 350'B

Cobalt

The anomalous cobalt values are extremely well scattered) 
only the threshold values suggest a pattern other than random* It 
would be almost impossible to interpret the results without 
prior knowledge of the direction of glacial movement* Con 
siderable interferenoe from overlying glacial fans from distant
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sources seems evident. Coincidence of cobalt anomalous values 
with those of silver is notable in the vicinity 100'W - 600'W 
of the No. l post of MR 44239 and to the SE, bat the cobalt 
values themselves suggest apices 800* N of the silver. There 
is also poor coincidence of cobalt with silver 350'B of the 
post, which detracts somewhat from the significance of that 
location.

B.E. Campbell, P* Eng.
BSc, MSc,
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GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY
O'DONNELL CLAIMS"

GOWGANDA, ONTARIO

INTRODUCTION f
J;,

This report covers a programme of reconnaissance geochemical 
soil sampling conducted on 27 contiguous claims in Nicol Township loc 
ated southwest of the silver productive mines of Siscoe Metals of 
Ontario Limited and Consolidated Morrisin Mines Limited.

The Claims are numbered:

KR44238 - 44254 17 claims 
44322 - 44323 
45926 - 45927

45979
45998 - 45999 
46120 - 46122

Tota] 27 claims

These claims, plus 4 which were staked during the summer of. 
1967 and which have not been covered by this geochemical survey, are 
referred to as the O'CONNELL PROPERTY, the name referring to Mr. Peter 
O'Connell who was an engineer employed by Siscoe at the time of the 
staking of the first claims in the group.

The O'Connell claims cover Keewatin and Nipissing diabase
formations situated on the lower contact of the latter. Such a structure 
has been proved to be productive at the Lower Bonsall area of Siscoe - 
Metals located 3 miles to the northwest* A description of the geology 
of this area is to be found in O.D.M. vol. LX1V, pt. 5, 1955, by 
E. S* Moore.

METHOD

During the 1966 field season a north-south base line was cut 
throughout the whole length of the property from a point of origin on 
its north boundary at the No. l post of MR 44238. Soil sampling was t 
conducted at 100 ft. spacing along east-west compass lines originating* 
from points on this base line 1000 feet apart, starting from 100 Souths, 
Every fifth sample location and the beginnings and ends of each compass 
line were marked with red flagging tape bearing the sample number* *

Samples were taken by grub hoe from "B" soil horizon; samples 
were dried, and on rainy days were screened to -80 mesh on nylon screens. 
Analyses for silver were performed by Barringer Research Limited of f" 
Toronto* *

Plotting and draughting were done by A. A. Johnson, engineer 
for Siscoe Metals, who conducted or supervised all phases of the pro-s 
gramme. The writer directed the programme, participated in the line- 
cutting, and conducted some of the sampling in the southern portion of 
the property.
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GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY - Q'CONNELL G LA IMS

METHOD- Cont'd

This method of reconnaissance has evolved for the discovery 
of silver deposits in the Gowganda area over the past 4 years. The 
original work on this technique was conducted on the patented claims 
belonging to Siscoe where the results of highly detailed work showed 
that if a silver deposit did not show up-on a sample grid of 100 x 
1000 feet, it was scarcely likely to be^prof itable economic size. 
Application of the technique elsewhere in this area has led to the 
discovery of a completely new zone of silver deposition* In the interest 
of spped and economy, analyses of samples have been confined to the 
silver content of the soil, although the original work disclosed that 
the analyses for other metals were significant*

A total of 511 samples were taken from the property. Samples 
K351 - K400 have been lost in shipment; they were expressed from 
Siscoe Metals on 5 September and allegedly were never received by 
Barringer Research. The ONR Express is still trying to trace this 
single missing carton. It contains all the samples from Line 9 N to 
the east and Line 31 S to the west.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The plot of the silver analyses is shown on the enclosed 
map. The statistics required to determine proper "contour" or pop 
ulation levels have been taken from the more voluminous local data ob 
tained in previous years; the line spacing is far too great to permit 
any association or contouring of values. The survey appears however, 
to achieve its aim: approximately half the claims seem unlikely to contain 
economic silver deposition and no future work on them seems justified, 
whereas further exploration seems warranted on the northern half of the 
property, with particular attention to be concentrated on claims 
MR 47708, 44238, 44240, 44241, 45998 and 44243.

However it must be pointed out that, due to circumstances 
beyond the company^ control the results are suspect. There is a strong 
analytical bias in favour of samples contained in Barringer's report 
No. 203 dated l August 1967. This report gives values for samples 
collected on Line l S to the west; Line 11 S to the west; Line 21 S 
to the west; Line 31 S to the east. The sharp contrast between these 
values and those from other reports is strikingly evident, and such an 
abrupt contrast is, in the writer's experience, decidedly unrealistic. 
A similar suspicion of analytical bias is held for a far more volum 
inous (approx. 10,000 samples) array of values determined for Siscoe 
in late 1966 and 1967.

In view of the suspicion of the results of analyses it must be 
acknowledged that the company, on the writer *s advice, erred in not having 
analyses made for rnetals other than silver. The distribution of other 
metals might have lent support to the suspect silver pattern or might 
have, by their possible anomalous distribution, indicated which of the 
reports of low silver values was at fault.

The whole problem of reliability of silver analyses on this



GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY - O'CONNELL CLAIMS 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS - Cent'd

and on other projects was discussed at length with Drs* John Walker and 
Richard Clews at Barringer Research on 4 and 5 December. They undertook

to study the complaints, to try to detectvhich of the reports may have 
been erroneous, and to re-run any suspect batches, all at Barringer^ 
expense* If this investigation fails to provide results which make a

reasonable pattern on the 0*Connell property, the writer may recommend 
that all of the samples be re-run for silver and possibly for cobalt.

O'BRIEN, Ont,
13 December 1967. E* E.''Campbell, P. Eng.
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CLAIM NOS. HR.
4770(p - 4-7706

SAMPLING DATA ANALYSIS DATA

Sampling dates 

Sampler (s) R .

J,

Analysis dates .'.**. .4^. . . . . 

Analyst (s) ?frv*rd.-^. ̂ #VtV.

METHODS 
Sampling method . ivs r. .^. . . . . . . . . . Values in t PPM Cu Pb

Sample depth . . ,*f'.'. T. .'^.'. . . . . . . . . . . . . As. Others . Qff&i . **fafr

Average Sample Weight . .L A*?. . . . . . . . Field Analysis { . . . . . . tests)
'* R. " 

Horizon Sampled ......H............. ........ ........................

Horizon Development . . *?fTl( . . . . . . . . . . Field lab Analysis ( . . . . . . tests )

Terrain. ^ r^ t 

Sample Preparation .

. . . * * .  J* . . J^. .......

General . . . . . . . . . . . .

t. . . . . . Commercial Laboratory (.57P. . tests). .

.*...... ... f rJ** .T" ̂ /V*V"

. . . . . . . . General W-. .

COMMENTS

Signed -*V^**V** 

Date .....f?.
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THE TOWNSHIP 
OF

NICOL
DISTRICT OF 
TIMISKAMING

LARDER LAKE 
MINING DIVISION

SCALE: 1 -INCH-4O CHAINS

LEGEND

PATENTED LAND

CROWN LAND SALE
LEASES
LOCATED LAND
LICENSE OF OCCUPATION
MINING RIGHTS ONLY

SURFACE ftftiHTS ONLY
ROADS
IMPROVED ROADS
KING'S H IGHWAYS

RAILWAYS
POWER LINES
MARSH OR MUSKEG ,
MINES
CANCELLED

NQTES
,JC

400' Surface Rights Reservation around 
all lakes' and rivers.

Flooding on Gowganda Lake to contour 

elevation 10374* File: 33070

Flooding to contour e levation 105T above•i.. *' .
the, first rapids on thte ^Montreal 

now ^hnoVn locally as Stumpy Lake

PLAN NO M.239

DEPARTMENT OF MINES 

- ONTARIO -
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